
Brainstorm, plan, and visualize ideas together 
with everything you need to make teamwork  
a success.

Do your best work 
together with Mural 
+ Microsoft Teams

mural.co

Erik Gottesman  
VP of Agile Program Management

Mural and Microsoft 
together are a huge 
part of our 
collaboration stack. 
Separately, they’ve 
been an integral part  
of how we empower  
our hybrid workforce  
— so now that  
they’ve come together 
in one streamlined 
interface, it’s a game 
changer.”

“Faster, smoother workflows 

with Mural and Microsoft
Mural is built for Microsoft-powered organizations and designed  
to integrate seamlessly with the Microsoft ecosystem to scale  
effective teamwork

 Mural’s trusted platform and deep integrations deliver a connected 
experience where you’re already workin

 Transform disengaged conversations into productive, engaging  
meetings and workshops where everyone participates, and makes  
faster decisions together

 Unblock creative work and power rapid innovation by brainstorming, 
ideating, and prototyping right in Teams

 Organize the day-to-day to improve project alignment and reduce 
collaboration friction

 Level up teamwork with async visual collaboration, hundreds  
of templates, and proven guided methods that empower teams  
to deliver breakthrough results.
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A seamless experience,  
where you’re already working

 Pin a mural to any meeting invite in Teams to share information ahead of 
time or easily find the right mural for a recurring meeting

 Collaborate in real-time in a mural during a live video meeting to increase 
inclusivity, engagement, and creativity

 Collaborate asynchronously on your murals from the Mural personal app, 
right within Teams

 Simply embed a mural as a tab to any chat or channel in Teams to 
collaborate visually

 Easily reference or return to the mural to keep teamwork going
 Guide teamwork with all of Mural's visual collaboration features (like voting, 

summon, private mode, and more) and ready-to-use templates.

Get started with Mural + Microsoft Teams mural.co/microsoft-teams 


Contact your Mural representative to learn more and schedule a demo

Mural is the only visual collaboration app to become 
M365 certified for customer data privacy and security.


Apps & Solutions for Microsoft Teams Award

2022 Partner of 
the Year Winner

of surveyed Consultants 
have seen an increase  
in participation and 
engagement in meetings 
and workshops since 
leveraging Mural’s 
Microsoft Teams 
integration.1

1Source: TechValidate. TVID: CC8-771-6BC
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